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1. Background

The aim of Universal Health Coverage (UHC) is to ensure that people have access to health care as per their need, without having to suffer financial hardship (World Bank, 2022). Sustainable Development Goal 3.8 also highlights that the target is to “achieve universal health coverage, including financial risk protection, access to quality essential health care services, and access to safe, effective, quality, and affordable essential medicines and vaccines for all” (UNDP, 2015). Experts suggest health insurance can be one of the key support processes to achieve UHC. It can help in mitigating high secondary and tertiary care expenses for people, particularly the poor and vulnerable segments of society (Planning Commission, 2011).

In support of achieving UHC, the Government of India (GoI) launched the government-sponsored health insurance scheme called “Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana” (PMJAY) in 2018. The PMJAY aims to bring more than 107 million of the most vulnerable families in the country under the ambit of health insurance, to provide tertiary and secondary level care. Together with PMJAY, the launch of the Ayushman Bharat Digital Mission (ABDM) in 2021 set the overall objective to leverage a platform of information technology (IT) to support the existing health systems in a “citizen-centric” approach.

This set the stage to explore and utilize the latest in IT and computational technology for health, aimed at building a robust health system to provide quality care to all citizens. Against this backdrop, this global review focused on understanding the potential applications of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) in health-care financing (particularly in health insurance), with a focus on publicly funded health systems.

The study’s overall objective was to assess the benefits and challenges of AI and ML for the effective functioning of such systems, in tandem with India’s PMJAY scheme. The review aimed to answer the following for health insurance (HI): (i) what are the types of AI/ML applications prevalent in the HI industry?; (ii) what are the uses and related impacts of AI/ML in HI?; (iii) what are some best practices/case studies of AI/ML in HI?; (iv) what is needed in the institutionalization of AI/ML in health care financing, and its related potential pitfalls and enabling factors?

This review focused on the potential of AI/ML applications to support operational efficiency in using limited resources to the best effect and did not consider AI/ML applications pertaining to health-care delivery, nor to diagnostics in particular. The focus remained on the application of AI and ML algorithms (that is, software) to data in health-care financing.

2. Approach and methodology

The administration of health insurance is a complex process with high transaction volumes and substantial amounts of complex clinical, financial, and administrative data. The core value-adding processes of a publicly funded HI scheme generally include the following: (1) develop, maintain and price benefit packages; (2) establish and maintain provider and hospital networks; (3) eligibility review and beneficiary enrolment; (4) maintain beneficiary membership database; (5) link beneficiary with facility/provider; (6) pre-authorise treatment; (7) receive and adjudicate claims, update beneficiary database; (8) pay provider or refund member; (9) reconcile claims, risk equalisation and forecast expenditure; and (10) provide
beneficiary customer care. The support processes which run across these functional areas include finance and risk management, information systems, human resources, and governance.

These processes were further carefully categorised into broad functional categories, namely (a) Benefit design and pricing; (b) Beneficiary management; (c) Claims management; (d) Provider selection and payment and (e) Fraud management, which facilitated the careful synthesis of evidence. This framework guided us in assessing AI/ML applications to healthcare financing. It also aided the narrative of the literature review for this study to ensure that no key developments were missed in this area.

This study used a snowball approach and deployed two parallel arms of research—one primary information, which comprised qualitative research via expert interviews undertaken during its course; and the other secondary, which included a detailed round of desk research and literature review based on the conceptual framework. Key informants were identified based on their familiarity with the research topics and who operated in the confluence of technology and health-care financing. A total of eleven expert interviews were conducted, using a semi-structured interview guide. For the literature review, an indicative list of keywords, developed based on the conceptual framework, was used to conduct the desk search. The literature review included both published, peer-reviewed literature and grey literature. Literature published from 2009 was included, and the geographic focus included both developed and developing countries. A total of 185 documents were reviewed by the researchers in this study.

3. Findings

Consolidated evidence across study components, that is, secondary research and expert interviews, is presented below for each of the functional categories identified from the conceptual framework. For each category, we briefly discuss what they comprise, how the use of AI/ML can be beneficial to public health insurance, the overall key findings and the scope for the future.

3.1 Benefit design and pricing

Developing, maintaining, and pricing benefit packages is a key step in publicly funded health insurance schemes. Areas in which ML can assist with the same were explored and identified as follows, a) analyse a large number of input factors and rank them in order of relevance; b) assist in identifying factors that affect the premium cost and c) in underwriting and cost prediction. However, most use cases regarding this have been witnessed in the private sector so far since the cost of the premium is an important factor to consider for increasing the uptake of insurance amongst everyday people. (Mladenovic et al., 2020; Rawat et al., 2021). In the public sector, it can potentially assist the government to predict the cost and plan the budget as per the need of the population.

Feature selection techniques have been used to identify “meaningful and decisive factors” for claim filing and acceptance in the USA. It has been found that continuous variables (for example, age, BMI) are more important than categorical variables for claim analysis (Rawat et al. (2021)). Predicting the most viable input factors can potentially assist in ranking the wide range of input factors and highlight the ones for which data needs to be collected.
accurately (Wang, 2021). This can help the government to systematically collect panel data for the most relevant factor which can potentially help in more acute cost estimation. In the case of the PMJAY scheme in India, ML can be used in this area by states which have opted for the insurance-based or hybrid model. ML-powered input can help them with a more accurate estimation of the premium paid for each beneficiary. The government can also avoid the disconnect between aspirational health plans and available financial resources, and accordingly choose health benefits packages.

In private health insurance, the use of ML algorithms has also been observed in reducing underwriting time by analysing past data to derive rules or categories for future claims analysis. Pure underwriting might not be required in public health insurance as it does not exclude people based on risk level. However, in case of the PMJAY scheme, it is still necessary for state governments to understand the risk level of the population and quantify the risk. This can help the government to apply risk-equalisation techniques so that the medical expenses of higher-risk individuals are shared among health-care or insurance providers. This can aid with deciding premiums for states which have opted for insurance-based or hybrid model under PMJAY. Studies by Hanafy and Ming (2022) and Wang (2021) showcase how ML models or methods can be used in underwriting and in classifying customers’ basis risk categories, which can also help with the way premiums are set. As the Indian government currently rolls out the Diagnosis Related Groupings pilot to account for comorbidities, the PMJAY scheme could benefit from using ML models which can potentially create patient classification based on different factors like demographic, diagnostic and therapeutic attributes that can help determine the level of resource intensity for each group.

3.2 Beneficiary management

Beneficiary management in health insurance includes beneficiary identification, enrolment and maintenance of the beneficiary database, helping improve cost efficiency and customer satisfaction (Asian Development Bank, 2021). Customer care targeted at beneficiaries is also an essential part of delivering quality services. This section covered the following components from the conceptual framework: a) eligibility review and enrolment; b) maintain beneficiary membership database; and c) provide beneficiary customer care.

Use of AI/ML in beneficiary identification has been very limited, and its application has not been seen in the health-care sector so far. Some use has been explored in improving the targeting of aid for poor populations in poor geographies, by searching and identifying people in need. One such example is the use of deep learning pipeline and ML algorithms by the Government of Togo to enable granular geographic targeting for their social assistance program (Novissi), wherein the aim was to identify the poorest one hundred cantons in the country to directly identify and prioritize the country’s poorest people (Blumenstock, 2021).

Application of AI/ML technologies in beneficiary enrolment has been very limited, and not explored yet in the health-care sector. Social protection is one area in which the use of AI/ML has been explored, wherein a comparison of a beneficiary’s profile with the scheme or programme eligibility criteria allows eligibility decisions to be made, turning eligibility and benefit level decisions into ML tasks (Ohlenburg, 2020). One possible application is an update in personal characteristics initiating a data-driven re-assessment, making a given scheme

---

1 Under PMJAY, there was pilot launch of Diagnosis Related Grouping (DRG) in 5 states of Chhattisgarh, Haryana, Kerala, Maharashtra, and Meghalaya. AB PM-JAY will be the first insurance scheme in the India to provider payment mechanism through DRG.
or programme more responsive to changes in circumstances, so that the enrolment of beneficiaries can be efficient and up-to-date (Ohlenburg, 2020).

Some interesting uses of AI/ML technology has been found in beneficiary authentication. Key examples of this include “liveness checks”, “demographic comparison” and “identity authentication” which are AI/ML based solutions being adopted by countries like India and Philippines (Kurmanath, 2019); (PhilHealth, 2019). These aim to reduce and eventually eliminate the need to physically authenticate people and use information accumulated in public data systems to check beneficiary details provided by them. This assists in maintaining updated beneficiary databases and in validating if an existing beneficiary is indeed still alive or may have died.

Beneficiary databases created by integrating unique beneficiary identification mechanisms within health insurance programs can improve effectiveness and efficiency in increasing coverage. These databases can be used by both health-care providers and insurers, to ensure all eligible people can be served well, and nobody is left out. Such a database will also enable the use of ML technologies, by offering large quantities of data that is complete, representative, and up to date. For countries that witness continuous domestic migration due to the presence of seasonal workers or have a significant part of their population employed in the informal sector, such as India, maintaining accessible and efficient beneficiary databases will be important in offering greater coverage and efficiency of their public health schemes.

Customer care targeted at beneficiaries is also an essential part of delivering quality services. Developments in ML technologies, especially around natural-language processing (NLP), have enabled the use of chatbots for automation of customer service tasks with significant efficiency gains. One key example in this area is automated chatbots that provide convenient access to data leveraged through a discussion-like interface. A study by Riikkinen et al. (2018) was among the first to systematically identify and assess chatbots currently being used by insurance actors in the market. It discussed how ML technology and chatbots could be used to create value in insurance for customers by functioning at the intersection of theoretical (that is, service logic and reverse use of customer data), technological (that is, AI) perspectives along with industry phenomenon (that is, efficient transfer of resources and processes using digitalization).

In the case of public health insurance, where a wide variety of beneficiaries have to be served, beneficiary customer care can become an expensive and exhaustive component. The use of ML technologies can therefore aid in delivering informative content available on websites, like in the case of the PMJAY portal, but also offer highly personalized solutions to customers’ problems by harnessing vast amounts of customer data. (Riikkinen et al. (2018)). The Central Grievance Redressal and Management System, established to redress PMJAY related grievances can also explore the use of chatbots for beneficiary customer care to provide swift and timely attention to smaller concerns compared to the current set-up of registering a grievance and then tracking it on the system.

### 3.3 Claims processing

This section explored the use of AI/ML for pre-authorisation and claim adjudication, as also stated in the conceptual framework. Claim processing refers to the procedure of reviewing claims and auditing them, and then deciding what the next processing steps are to be. A study
based in Germany highlighted that although as many as 70% of claims are flagged as doubtful, only 10% of those cases are objected (Hehner, 2017). As per an assessment of PMJAY in 6 states, claim rejection rates are 2.3% in states that opted for the insurance model and 4.8% in states which opted for the trust model. It is higher for states like J&K (6.4%), Himachal Pradesh (5.5%), and Uttar Pradesh (5.5%) between 2019-21 (WHO, 2022). Many of the claims are also rejected because of errors in the forms like coding and billing errors (Johnson et al., 2021). Given that traditionally audits are implemented by humans, they not only take significant time, manpower and money but also cause hassle to patients under care. There also remains a chance of error where incorrect claims are paid. AI/ML can provide a solution to prevent claim denials and reduce the processing time for preauthorization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AI/ML process for faster claim resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Historical transaction and past data analysis:</strong> This can help in deducing any unusual request or duplicate/similar transactions as well as faster identification of legit claims.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Text data processing:</strong> AI/ML can potentially go through a large amount of free text data in the claim form through data scraping technologies and remove any noise from the information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Image data processing:</strong> Image data from various scans, reports or pictures can be converted into pre-learned concepts or labels by using computer vision models.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the KII respondents from India also emphasised the need of implementing AI-based processes which can identify the type and accuracy of documents before they are added to the insurance portal for claim settlement. This can help in reducing the number of ineligible documents, minimise tagging documents in the wrong column and reduce the number of queries sent back to the providers. AI/ML can help in these processes by using natural language processing systems (Wang, 2021). The PMJAY scheme in India has also established digital measures for claim settlement which is a pre-requisite for applying any AI/ML-based processes. However, a mixed methods study conducted in Uttar Pradesh and Jharkhand showed that some of the claim management processes are manual and a large number of queries are raised by the insurance agencies, which increases the processing time (Furtado et al., 2022).

Another noticeable challenge in claim processing also includes the pre-authorization process. Many studies based in the USA have shown that delays due to pre-authorization have resulted in increased emergency department visits (Choudhury and Perumalla, 2021; Hartung et al., 2004) poor adherence (Choudhury and Perumalla, 2021; Happe et al., 2014) and increased medical expenses (Choudhury and Perumalla, 2021; Margolis et al., 2009). A recent study based in India also highlighted that late initiation and lack of documentation are the primary reason for the rejection of pre-authorization requests (WHO, 2022). A study by Choudhury and Perumalla (2021) also showcased how an ML model called CHAID (Chi-squared automatic interaction detector) algorithm could aid with pre-authorization for post-acute care/post-hospitalization, reducing delays caused due to pre-authorization by 22%.

---

2 Pre-authorization is a process which requires healthcare providers or beneficiaries to obtain advance approval for a claim from the insurer before any specific service is delivered to the patient to qualify for payment coverage.
3.4 Provider selection and payment

Purchasing comprises the allocation of pooled funds to health-care providers for the delivery of health-care services. It is considered strategic when these allocations are associated with information on provider performance and the health needs of the population being served; with an aim to increase equitable distribution of resources, manage expenditure growth and achieve efficiency gains (WHO, 2021).

In the case of a public health insurance scheme in India, the government can choose from a mix of both public and private health-care providers and insurers. This means large quantities of data exist across these stakeholders, which carries the potential for added value, but which is seldom harnessed (Allal-Chérif et al., 2021). However, an in-depth analytical assessment of these large datasets can aid the purchasing function in several ways by enabling the use of varied AI/ML technologies. More efficient and transparent use of this data can be made possible when AI/ML models or algorithms are processing and understanding data, to draw relevant inferences (for example, performance history of insurance providers, premium prices offered across different insurance providers) for buyers, in place of humans having to work through the same.

Our findings demonstrate that the use of AI/ML technologies has been explored by the private sector in their purchasing departments in many different ways. For example, supplier selection using matching systems in the private sector assist buyers to select a supplier from a large pool by recommending the best procurement sources for specific needs using a semantic analysis tool and ML technologies, like in the case of Silex (SaaS cognitive sourcing platform). Predictive analysis technologies have also been used in the private sector (for example, by SAP Ariba) to develop knowledge for buyers on internal and external clients, and their partnerships using multidimensional data and algorithms. Combining AI and ML technologies to build purchasing strategies based on cost analysis and cost prediction are also used in the private sector (for example, Direct SRM, Total Supplier Manager) to improve cost management and build helpful supplier relationships through performance monitoring and managing risks.

In the case of public health insurance, although the use of AI/ML technologies has not been witnessed, the examples shared above are indicative of possibilities which exist for governments to explore. The government can carefully determine efficient providers using relevant indicators such as ALOS, time to claims upload, etc. by using ML technologies and relevant datasets. Incentives and penalties (if needed) can also be explored by governments for providers basis better understanding of their performance. This can help enable better allocation of resources between empanelled hospitals, and to maintain a strong provider database by eliminating any faulty or poor-performing providers. They could also be used to identify empanelled hospitals more in need of resources than another for a given geographic spread and health risk burdens to ensure the right population can be provided quality health-care services. In the case of public health insurance where the government has to reimburse insurance providers (public and private both), possible applications can be explored from the private sector, such as automating workflows to facilitate straight-through processing of payments using AI and applying image recognition to documents (Barclays, 2019).
3.5 Fraud management

Fraud management is a cross-cutting support process that runs across different functional areas as stated in the conceptual framework. This section explored different AI/ML techniques that have been used in detecting frauds in an efficient manner and innovations that hold potential for further exploration and scale-up.

In India, health-care fraud is of significant concern with the health-care industry overall losing approximately Rs 600-800 crores in fraudulent claims annually (Rawte and Anuradha, 2015). In Ghana, the National Health Insurance Scheme is faced with threats to its financial sustainability as a result of fraud (Amponsah et al., 2022). These fraud and corrupt practices found within the claims processing lifecycle have contributed to challenges for the citizens and residents of the country to benefit from Universal Health Coverage (UHC). Contrary to popular belief, insurance fraud is not a victimless crime as the cost of the crime is passed onto law-abiding citizens in the form of increased premiums or serious harm or danger to beneficiaries (Kruse et al., 2016). To combat this kind of societal threat, there is a need for health-care fraud detection systems to evolve.

Some use case examples

- Amponsah et al. (2022) proposed a novel method wherein a combination of blockchain technology and machine learning algorithm was used to detect and prevent fraud in health insurance claims using Ghana’s National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) data. Machine learning was leveraged to equip the blockchain smart contract. This study concluded that the proposed system enhanced the blockchain smart contract’s ability to detect fraud with an accuracy of 97.96%.

- Bauder et al. (2018) conducted an empirical study of various unsupervised machine learning methods to detect outliers and indicate fraudulent medical providers, with the backdrop of the US Medicare program and related fraudulent cases involved. Findings from this study suggested that using ML techniques helped reduce the time and number of resources needed to identify fraud, by narrowing down the providers that required additional investigation.

AI/ML methods can use data from various sources like electronic medical records (EMRs), devices, pharmacy claims and lab reports to help in the classification, clustering, outlier detection and identification of legitimate and fraudulent cases based on patterns in the data (Hassan and Abraham, 2013). AI/ML techniques have also been used to help reduce the time and number of resources needed to identify fraud, by narrowing down the providers that require additional investigation (Bauder et al. (2018)). Although unsupervised AI/ML techniques are regarded to hold promise in detecting fraudulent providers, work is needed in improving specificity and avoiding too many false positives. Employing effective AI/ML solutions can therefore go a long way in reducing fraud-related events and the resources required to investigate fraud cases.

4. Institutionalising the use of AI/ML in public health financing

To progress the use of and institutionalisation of AI/ML in health-care financing, some key areas mentioned below must be built and strengthened to guarantee a strong, suitable, and

---

3 Smart contract is an agreement that is self-enforced as a code and managed by a blockchain.

4 A false positive is an outcome where the model incorrectly predicts the positive class. A false negative is an outcome where the model incorrectly predicts the negative class.
sustainable foundation. This will provide a conducive environment for the uptake of AI/ML in health insurance, by understanding the current needs and gaps better, so that effective and targeted use can be undertaken. These requirements may not be specific to health-care financing but are key to fostering an environment that can enable the use of ML in general, and hence in health and health insurance.

4.1 Political will and trust in governments

To adopt AI/ML technologies successfully for any public system, a committed political will is needed so that cooperation and coordination across government bodies can be established and common objectives can be laid down. This helps with building the public’s trust in government so that they can be confident of transparency and accountability in public systems. If a trust deficit in public systems exists, it should be promptly identified and addressed to ensure active participation and acceptance from the public. Understanding the perceived challenges of AI/ML applications to effectively address public concerns will benefit governments and policymakers to tackle non-technical issues. When people can engage more transparently with these technologies, and gain confidence from suitable bodies/institutions that the use of AI/ML techniques will follow standard practices and appropriate norms and metrics, then they may no longer need to trust individual AIs and instead support and accept these advancements (Schwartz et al., 2022).

**Perceived challenges of ML adoption in public health care**

A study by Sun and Medaglia (2019) set out to explore the perceived challenges of ML adoption in the public health-care sector, drawing on empirical data from a case of ML adoption of IBM Watson in public health care in China. It noticed that a large majority of perceived challenges in this case were non-technical, and focused mainly on political, legal, and policy-related issues, along with data issues. Governments and policymakers should aim to assemble holistic narratives from all relevant stakeholder groups to build policy guidelines for ML in the public sector that are representative of diverse goals and objectives.

4.2 Data requirements and physical infrastructure

Machine learning, AI and big data technologies need massive quantities of data to run effectively and produce intended outcomes. Their performance is also dependent on the quality of data made available since poor data quality can lead to unintended or faulty outcomes. Understanding data requirements to enable the use of ML technologies is therefore an important first step in their application. Preparing data for use by AI/ML models or algorithms comprises the following broad steps: identifying the data source, undertaking data collection, data preparation, data cleaning and data management before applying ML algorithms.

In order to meet data requirements and aid with the longevity of these technologies, supporting physical infrastructure also needs to be provided (Willemink et al., 2020) validate, and test algorithms. The chief obstacles to development and clinical implementation of AI algorithms include availability of sufficiently large, curated, and representative training data that includes expert labeling (eg, annotations. Adequate data storage helps with data sharing and data transfer which can either be made available locally or externally. Data storage also
helps ensure data security. Another important aspect is the provision of IT hardware to meet the optimal requirements as specified by the software in use or to be used.

As was also shared in a KII, “providing technological data architecture” is needed to adequately “host ML technologies”, including physical servers, so that data can be “kept in a secure location; and it could be either central or decentralised”.

Meeting data requirements and building the complementary physical infrastructure can therefore aid in building interoperable data systems, which can generate accurate results using transparent and integrated datasets. When medical datasets are fragmented, no uniform digitalization practice exists, and data sharing between stakeholders is not actively practiced, like in the case of India, identifying the scope for generating, storing, and using health-care data is a major step in promoting the use of advanced technologies.

4.3 ML biases and risk management

When ML systems make automated decisions based on biased data or biased inputs, biases in ML systems can emerge (Manyika et al., 2019). This can reduce the potential of these technologies by furthering mistrust and producing unintended, distorted outcomes (Manyika et al., 2019). Bias in modelling and usage can also lead to poor outcomes (Ferrer et al., 2021). Although ML biases often focus on statistical/computational bias, other more serious biases that is, human and systemic biases (institutional/societal), can also plague the use of ML algorithms and should be assessed (Schwartz et al., 2022).

In the case of health insurance, health-care data, together with demographic data, including personal information (as needed), is used to run these algorithms. Therefore, if at the onset, datasets in themselves are highly fragmented, incomplete, or poorly representative of the populations they are supposed to cover, then biases in AI/ML models can occur.

“Building public confidence and greater democratic participation in AI systems requires ongoing development of, not just explainable AI, but of better Human-AI interaction methods and socio-technical platforms, tools and public engagement to increase critical public understanding and agency” (Ferrer et al., 2021).

There is a need to identify and understand these biases better so that appropriate steps can be taken to minimize anticipated and/or sudden negative impacts of AI/ML models. Effective collaboration between humans and AI concerning modelling, training and usage can help achieve trustworthy outcomes, and enable system and procedural transparency. When biases are identified, related risks can also be assessed and managed soundly.

4.4 Human resources

AI/ML technologies require experienced and skilled human resource support to be implemented successfully. This is needed not only to build these technologies and run them but also to ensure that human needs are identified and incorporated efficiently into these systems. With growing advancements and opportunities around core AI technologies, AI skilling will be needed to support the need for capacities around application-led concepts like robotics and natural language processing.
Regarding the use of AI/ML technologies in public health insurance, personal health-care data can be used to identify vulnerable populations, for a targeted approach by the government towards more equitable and better-quality health services. Therefore, it is important that policymakers, implementing bodies and government stakeholders are aptly informed of the challenges and gains related to AI/ML technologies, and have a clear understanding of what outputs can be achieved through this.

For these reasons, building a strong human resource pool is needed to aid in next steps for the use of AI/ML in health-care financing for UHC. It is also useful to build capacities within governments to reduce dependency on private organisations outside for various activities, like data management and analysis. In tandem with this, identifying financial capacities to meet these needs for human resources is also required to make adequate investments.

### 4.5 Governance arrangements

Accountability, transparency and explainability are crucial factors to consider when adopting ML technologies for public systems, especially as governments aim to meet public expectations inclusively. Ensuring expert and democratic oversight of algorithmic decision-making, both the benefits and negative outcomes of these technologies should be identified and well understood by public officials. Governments will need to stay abreast of rapid advancements in the area of AI/ML advancements making proactive investments in building responsible practices for AI/ML procurement, to avoid creating new risks and harm (World Economic Forum, 2019).

Protecting individuals’ rights to privacy and enabling them to have more control over the use of their data should be a core focus when AI/ML processes are being established. Legal and regulatory frameworks are therefore critical components of effective systems to protect data privacy. It is important to gain acceptance from clients/patients on the use of AI/ML technologies in public health care, by explaining how their personal data will be used for the betterment of health services.

Since health-care data is personal, its access and ownership must be carefully determined. The intended use of data must always be clear, so that people understand and can trust the processes for which their data is being used. It is important to evaluate how confident and able governments can be in sharing patient data with other players in the market. It should also be assessed whether there are appropriate data governance mechanisms in place to safeguard against leakages or misuse of shared data. Although data sharing can open doors to new opportunities and collaborative learning, the practice should not be undertaken without a thorough risk assessment.

Requirements for data privacy and protection can be built into a framework designed for the use of AI/ML in public systems and assist in positive multi-stakeholder engagement. When people are more aware of who owns their data, who has access to it, and how it is being protected, they are more likely to trust both the institutions and people who are managing health technologies.
4.6 Attention to consumer perspective

In order to build trust and strengthen the infrastructure required for the application of AI/ML models, end users’ knowledge gaps should be identified and correctly understood. Adequate steps should be taken to ensure that people (that is, the general public) are able to understand what is being undertaken with the introduction of ML in public systems. While a majority have optimistic opinions about its capability to improve human life, there are also legitimate concerns over ethical use, loss of control and undesired consequences by illegitimate usage of ML, particularly for sensitive areas like health care (Fritsch et al., 2022). If people are able to engage in a more transparent manner with these technologies, and gain confidence from suitable bodies/institutions that the use of ML techniques will follow standard practices and appropriate norms and metrics, then they can let go of needing to trust individual AIs and instead wholeheartedly support and accept these advancements (Schwartz et al., 2022).

Patient and public involvement

To alleviate the apprehensions surrounding the use of ML, Banerjee et al. (2022) introduces the concept of patient and public involvement (PPI) in research. While there is a rich history of PPI in health care, it has not been extensively applied in the context of modern ML. It is observed that being involved in a project helps build trust, though the level of involvement might vary from project to project. Banerjee et al. (2022) highlights that the idea of involving patients in health-care ML projects may help in the adoption and acceptance of these technologies.

The study proposes that ML algorithms should be co-designed with patients and health-care workers and that they should be involved in discussions around ML research applied to health care. It discusses that to build trust in ML algorithms, one also needs to consider the complex socio-technological milieu in which technological solutions reside. Trust needs to be built not only in ML algorithms, but also in the training data, software, and complex environment in which humans are situated. These include institutions and people and thereby trust in institutions and people is intimately linked to trust in health technologies. Avenues for future work include guidelines for patient and public involvement in ML health-care research for funding bodies and regulatory agencies.

5. Considerations – In the context of PMJAY

This global review explored various AI/ML technologies which may enable the functional operations of PMJAY to improve efficiency, increase coverage and improve the quality of service to beneficiaries. In line with this, we discuss below some useful areas that can be considered before implementing AI/ML methods, especially within resource constrained contexts. These are to assist in (i) striking a balance between policy goals and efficiency gains; (ii) deciding on financial investments in line with financial capacities and; (iii) taking informed decisions to first address “low-hanging fruit” challenges before more complex challenges are undertaken.

Enabling beneficiary identification and enrolment

A significant component of a solid foundation to enable the use of AI/ML technologies is the availability of a continuous stream of data that is complete, clean, and representative of the
population its intended use is targeted. The PMJAY scheme targets the lowest 40% of the poor and vulnerable population in India, who also bear challenges such as seasonal migration and being “document-poor”. The PMJAY scheme identifies beneficiaries using the SECC 2011 database, wherein many indicators to identify the socio-economic vulnerable populations are dynamic in nature. This may create hurdles to efficient beneficiary identification, and hence the coverage and enrolment of intended beneficiaries get poorly affected. This can result in potential hurdles for adopting AI/ML technologies since all data requirements cannot be fully met with respect to data quantity.

Advanced technologies can therefore be used to consolidate existing data sources from various central and state government platforms to identify the poor and vulnerable at present, maintain beneficiary databases which can be regularly updated, and in beneficiary enrolment and authentication. A KII respondent also interestingly suggested how limited but relevant questions in the next Census data collection process could be explored (like monthly average household expenditure, the existence of chronic or non-communicable diseases within a family, access to basic services like health and education etc., subscription to key developmental schemes), such that one exercise could serve multiple purposes.

Population mapping can be made possible by using several relevant databases to improve outreach and eligibility determination. ML options can be explored for self-verification processes by the beneficiaries to check their eligibility and then to enrol in the scheme using basic mobile phone calls or SMS services.

**Example of self-verification assisted by ML technology**

The Government of Togo is using a “MobileAid” approach to target aid for its poorest people in poor geographies of the country. The approach leverages ML and already available, ubiquitous data sources (for example, satellite imagery and cell phone metadata) to identify the poor. A self-enrolment tool is used to help with accessibility. People are encouraged to follow simple steps of dialling a designated number, providing their ID information, and answering a few short questions on the phone following which the tool matches these details against the poverty scores determined by a ML algorithm. Eligible applicants are then paid via mobile money, instantly, automatically, and remotely. (Marchenko and Chia S, 2022)

What also remains crucial here is facilitating and ensuring the use of unbiased data so that ML technologies can be undertaken effectively and help mobilise data to identify anomalies to minimise inclusion errors. Identifying and meeting data requirements will also enable maintenance of databases such that “clean rooms” or “sandboxes” can be created to share confidential health data for further research (medical/clinical/operational) which can inform financial planning and better resource allocation.

**Building Information systems and physical infrastructure**

Various platforms and data systems exist within the PMJAY IT ecosystem, each supporting specific functions, such as the Beneficiary Identification System (BiS), Transaction Management System (TMS) and Hospital Enpanelment Module (HEM). Interoperability between these systems would enable an effective use of data, and different data sources (at the central or state government level) can be used to bridge any gaps in information needed for decision-making and running processes smoothly. This will enable a stronger application
of AI/ML techniques as data requirements discussed above will be met, and algorithms will be able to function across data systems more seamlessly. It can also help with careful and timely updates to data across these systems, to ensure no eligible beneficiary “slips through the cracks” under PMJAY.

Building interoperability of data systems – Ethiopia

The Ethiopia Health Data Analytics Platform (EHDAP) is primarily implemented and used at the central level in Ethiopia by the Federal Ministry of Health (FMOH). Within EHDAP, the Zenysis software via an interoperability layer integrates data across systems, using data science techniques. Differences between integrated systems are harmonized, without needing to modify the fragmented systems themselves. The platform has successfully integrated data from ~15 fragmented systems and is able to provide more than 600 million data points from these systems, which are available and accessible for analysis through a single, easy-to-use platform (Digital Health Atlas, 2019).

Computational capacities may remain limited if the corresponding physical infrastructure is not able to support the use of advanced applications and algorithms. Required data infrastructure can be built when data sources are correctly identified, and data storage and management policies are well defined. Currently, infrastructure is a standing challenge in this area and many servers are hosted outside the country due to a lack of adequate cloud computing, high-speed internet and computing power (Srivastava, 2018).

Strengthening workforce

For PMJAY to effectively adopt ML technologies for its operations in public health insurance, a skills base that can support the successful application of these algorithms/models across key functional and support areas will be needed. A needs assessment for human resource requirements, in line with the scope and scale of technologies chosen, would enable appropriate capacities. Just as ML algorithms and models require continuous monitoring and learning, undertaking timely trainings will also be important to maintain a workforce that can evolve with the growing use of more advanced technologies by the government and build their data literacy.

Ensuring financial soundness

As the application of ML methods requires large financial investment, it may be more sustainable and achievable if “low hanging fruit” challenges\(^4\) are tackled first, before significant investments are made by governments for public use. The development, adoption, and diffusion of technology in the public health-care sector, however, must be undertaken only after a robust analysis of financial soundness has been conducted. Long-term investment strategies should be made part of national guidelines, as needed, for the sustainability of digital and ML technologies (Tromp et al., 2022).

To ensure financial soundness of applied technologies, and aid in the selection of the right kind of technologies needed to achieve the objective of PMJAY, it may be useful to undertake health technology assessments (HTAs). This will assist the NHA in looking beyond a “use-

---

\(^4\) Quick wins, or the most easily achieved of a set of goals
case” mentality and exploring ways that fit the Indian context better. A pilot cost-benefit approach could be adopted in the selection and deployment of ML technologies for focused objectives to assess their success before they are applied at large.

**Countering ethical difficulties**

India currently lacks a regulating body that oversees the impact of AI in the health-care sector, or health insurance in particular. One of the aims of such a regulating body would be to guide data security to prevent data misuse and abuse. Well-founded information is needed to support decisions on if and how an ML technology should be developed for public health insurance, how it can be acquired and used, and how consumers will benefit.

One positive initiative taken by the GoI is the draft ethical guidelines for the application of AI in biomedical research and health care, prepared by the Indian Council of Medical Research’s (ICMR) Expert Group and coordinated by DHR-ICMR Artificial Intelligence Cell (ICMR, 2022). These guidelines highlight that AI for health, in any capacity, affects human life and can have grave consequences. India can also draw from various works undertaken on data privacy, security and/or protection in Europe such as the European Initiative on AI (launched by the European Commission) and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The GDPR is a tough privacy and security law which extends its obligations wherever EU citizens are being targeted, or their data is being collected. Amongst other key features, it comprises seven protection and accountability principles and also conditions for consent, which are key areas to be considered to counter ethical difficulties.

What is critical is that guidelines like these, drafted especially within and for the Indian context, are prioritised for implementation to guide all stakeholders in the development and deployment of responsible and reliable AI for health.

**Considering a maturity model approach**

To consider and promote the use of AI/ML technologies in public systems, it may be important to first identify which areas need AI/ML applications the most, why is it required and how they can be applied. A pilot approach, inclusive of cost-benefit analysis may help in understanding the financial investment required. Therefore, before expanding the application of AI/ML methods, a roadmap may be built based on a “maturity model” (MM) approach. A MM is a conceptual framework within this context would define the key domains and the associated baseline capacities needed to effectively adopt and manage ML technologies. It would provide a framework for organisations to benchmark their current state of readiness and to identify capacities they would need to build to mature to higher levels of organisational competency (Tarhan et al., 2020). The approach is based on an evolutionary pathway to achieve desired outcomes. The application of AI/ML methods for PMJAY can therefore start with smaller applications, identified within a high-priority domain, and on a pilot basis. Once the desired results are achieved (using learning cycles and course correction), and subject to a rigorous impact and cost-benefit analysis, appropriate applications could be expanded horizontally and vertically as the organisation’s ML capacities mature.
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